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The authors of the special article “The effects of marriage, civil union, and domestic
partnership laws on the health and well-being of children,” (SA)1 published in the July
2006 issue of Pediatrics, imply that their work is new with up-to-date references. In fact,
major sections are taken verbatim from the 2002 American Academy of Pediatrics’(AAP)
technical report (TR)2 without direct attribution. All but six sentences on page 359 and
several sentences on page 360 of the SA are copied exactly, or nearly so, from the TR. The
TR is listed as a resource near the end of the SA (page 361); one assumes the purpose of
this listing is additional information for the reader, not a source of quotes for the authors.
The TR is not a good resource for readers or authors as it has quotation errors extensive
enough to invalidate the document.
Using criteria similar to that employed by Evans et al3 to identify major errors in quotation
of references, footnoted statements in the TR were examined for such errors. There are 31
references which are cited 46 times in the text. Three of these references were excluded: an
unclear citation, a book which was not original research and had no page numbers cited,4
and a meta-analysis5 (excluded for technical reasons). 43 footnotes to 28 references
remained for examination. In 22 out of 43 footnotes (51 percent) the reference is
misquoted. Fifteen references are cited once with eight total misquotations. Eleven
references are cited twice, and misquoted a total of eleven times. Two references are cited
three times each with a total of three misquotations. Of the 28 references examined, 16 (57
percent) were misquoted at least once. Examples of quotation errors are presented in the
Table.
The TR contains nine citations that do not address the stated assertions. Two statements
misrepresent data by citing a reference that has findings in direct opposition to the
statement and citing a study on children aged three to nine to support an assertion about
outcomes of adult children. One reference contains details in case reports that conflict with
the footnoted text. Two cited articles partially support their corresponding statements, but
the statements are misleading because they do not report all pertinent results. Conclusions
are made that “no difference” exists between study and control groups, yet eight supporting
citations refer to studies either without a control group for comparison or noting
differences between groups, along with similarities.
In addition, four instances were noted in which a reference cited elsewhere in the TR had
findings conflicting with a particular assertion; these observations are not included in the
quantitative results.
Replicated statements in the SA have footnotes that are the same, different, absent, or
additions compared to the TR. On brief perusal, ten of the quotation errors from the TR are
repeated in the SA. Two examples are listed in the Table, as well as a statement with a
quotation error in the TR which has a different citation error in the SA.

Examples of Quotation Errors in the Technical Report and Special Article**
Text in TR/SA (page in TR/SA)†

Discrepancies between text and reference(s)

few differences have been found in the research
from the last 2 [research conducted over the
last 3] decades comparing L and H mothers’
self-esteem, psychological adjustment, and
attitudes toward child rearing. (342/359) Flaks
et al6 and Green et al7 cited.

Flaks et al6 compared L and H couples on
parenting skills and relationship quality. The
specific issues in the text were not studied.
Green et al7 compared children with L vs. H
mothers. The mothers had differences in
cohabitation, plans for remarriage and more
children, feminist and religious activity,
psychosexual development, part of the
psychological testing, and time holding their
infants. Mothers’ self-esteem was not studied.
Neither study has a H control group. Patterson8
compares L mothers to their partners on various
measures. Patterson9 studies children of L
mothers, not mothers themselves.
Text findings are found in Steckel.10 Tasker11
does not address these specific issues. Patterson8
reports Steckel’s findings in her introduction,
but her original research findings differ from the
text in that children of L mothers did not see
themselves as either more or less aggressive,
sociable, or likely to enjoy being the center of
attention than did children of presumed H
mothers in a normal sample.8

They report similar role conflicts, social
support networks, and coping strategies.
(342/359) Patterson8 and Patterson9 cited.
Note: “They” refers to L and H mothers.
In 1 [one] study, children of H parents saw
themselves as being somewhat more aggressive
than did children of Ls [L parents], and they
were seen by parents and teachers as more
bossy, negative, and domineering. Children of L
parents saw themselves as more lovable and
were seen by parents and teachers as more
affectionate, responsive, and protective of
younger children, compared with children of H
parents. (343/359) TR cites Steckel10 and
Tasker.11 SA cites Patterson8
**Abbreviations for designated groups: “lesbian” = L, “heterosexual” = H
†Text differences between the Technical Report (TR)2 and Special Article (SA)1 are underlined
in the TR and placed in brackets [ ] in the SA.

Does carelessness in quoting references imply problems with other aspects of scientific
reporting? In this case, there is cause for concern, as the methodology in most of the
referenced original research works is not of the quality to elicit the definitive conclusions
about same-sex parenting made in the TR and SA. Methodological flaws include problems
with sampling, types of measures used, management of extraneous variables, improper
group matching, and vague definitions.
Nonprobability samples were used in all published original scientific research studies
referenced in the TR and in all but one of 19 such references in the SA. Findings from such
studies cannot be generalized or taken as conclusive. One additional presumed original
research reference12 in the SA was not assessed for sample type, as it is in a British
professional society journal that is not accessible through PubMed or the university library.

The SA highlights two recent publications from population-based samples.13, 14 However,
in one of these studies,13 over half of the experimental group was recruited by snowball
sampling (recruiting research subjects through subjects’ acquaintance networks) and was
not part of the original population-based sample. In addition, groups were not wellmatched with respect to occupation and education, and some subjective measures were
employed.
The extent of major quotation errors in the TR violates the AAP’s standard for evidencebased medicine15 by the extent of the misrepresentation of data, unsupported or misleading
statements, and failure to disclose conflicting evidence contained within the report’s own
references. Some of these errors have been replicated in a subsequent publication.1 The
multitude of defects in studies only show that many flawed studies together yield a weight
of flawed evidence, which is not an adequate foundation for promoting social policy
change.
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